
EVENT PROGRAM - Saturday 12th October 
Dall’edificio alla città
10:30 In a closed space.
Official greetings, Andrea Barducci, President of the Province of Florence

Introduction of the objectives of the meeting - Lucien Kroll, Architect Bruxelles, Massimo Pica Ciamar-
ra, Architect, Naples, Wittfrida Mitterer, Prof. Univ. Innsbruck, Luigi Ulivieri, Dir. Gen. Prov. of Florence

Meetings in work groups of lecturers and scientific refencies, with closed doors for the discussion of the
strategical documents: Civilise the city planning: “the  Charter of the Medicis”

13.30 - Lunch

14.30 - Lectures : open to public (5 short interventions of 30 minutes)
Official greetings, Anna Marson, Assessor of the urbanistic region Tuscany, the maire Matteo Renzi
Urban sustainability, daily architecture, Andreas Feldtkeller, Tubingen (G) 
New friendly life stiles, Peter Blundell Jones, Sheffield (GB)
Green building et the DGNBGreen building et the DGNB, Manfred Hegger, Darmstadt (D)

16.30 - Presentation of the strategy of “rehumanise urbanism” 
Moderation: Wittfrida Mitterer, President of the Italian Foundation “Bioarchitettura”, Giannozzo 
Pucci, editor of “The Ecologist”, Florence

Sunday 13th October
9.30 - Inaugural discourse
Everything is relations, Fritjof Capra, Berkeley (USA)
10.30 - 10.30 - Conference (short interventions) 
Humanise architecture, Lucien Kroll, Bruxelles (B)
Participation examples, Patrick Bouchain, Marsiglia (F)
High Environmental Quality and the outskirts, Pierre Lefebvre, Parigi (F)
Low cost and autarcic systems, Julius Natterer, Losanna (CH)
Self building/ vitality of the earth, Ronald Rovers, Eindhoven (NL)
Smart home, Tsutomu Shigemura, Keiko Arimura, Kobe (JAP)
New forms of social habitatNew forms of social habitat, Christian Schaller, Colonia (D)

13.30 - Lunch

14.30
Criterias of urban sustainibality, Joachim Eble, Berlino (D)
Liquid landscape, the nature of water, Herbert Dreiseitl, Überlingen (D)  
Stones and people, Tomaso Montanari, Firenze (I)
Ecoquarters flourish in Brittany, Bernard Menguy, Bretagne (F)
Esthetics and sustainabilityEsthetics and sustainability, Rob Krier, Lussemburgo (L)
Near and remote future, Domenico De Masi, Roma (I)
Recivilise the urban, Massimo Pica Ciamarra, Napoli (I)

17.00 - The impact of the institutions. Round table the RAI will be present 
AndreaAndrea Orlando, Minister, Erasmo D’Angelis, Undersecretary of the state, Ermete Realacci, Presi-
dent of the Chamber of Deputies Committee on the Environment, Andrea Barducci, President of the 
province Florence , Luigi Di Maio, Vice-president of the deputies chamber, Antonio Agostini, Gene-
ral Secretary: Ministry of the environment, Gilberto Dialuce, Ministry of economical activities, Paolo 
Buzzetti, President of ANCE, Anna Marson, Assessor of the urbanistic region Tuscany, and the pro-
tagonists of the event, Fiammeta Mignella Calvosa, LUMSA University Rome

Moderators: Ennio Chiodi, journalist, Alberto Di Cintio, Tuscan Delegation Italian foundation Bioarchi-
tettura, Giovan Battista de’ Medici, ecologist and geologist, Florence, Giannozzo Pucci, editor of “The 
Ecologist”, Florence

Conclusion document “Strategies for recivilise and humanise the city”
Objectives and tools to free ourselves in Italy from the urban obstacles and norms to overtake through 
urban regeneration and the building of sustainable quarters to facilitate the anthropisation of the pri-
vate and public spaces.

Constitution of the new “Club of Florence” - Club members with all the scientific referencies

Bioarchitecture has been engaged in the cultural growth and spreading of the suffering of planning, bu-
ilding and housing for as long as twenty years. Thanks also to the thousands of professionals involved 
who have made theirs: followed instructions, suggestions and technical strategies, the scenario has 
changed: a convintion has (many new targets have) entered our daily horizon and eco-humanitude 
friendliness is one of them. As both ordinary and extraordinary architecture is becoming sustainable, 
the related issues are intertwining. Today’s watchword is city regeneration, or rather – in integrated and 
starkerstarker terms - urban rehumanisation re-civilization. Urban rehumanisation re-civilization does not 
mean acting just on physical space, which expresses culture and the simultaneous condition for the 
well-being of those who live in it. It is extremely important to increase our critical humanizing thinking 
skills, organization and social sustainability: we cannot limit ourselves to pursuing energy or environ-
mental sustainability. The related issues are intertwining: the low quality of living environments encou-
rages degradation, insecurity, improper conduct; it has huge social costs, definitely higher than saving 
resources (economic, often mental ones as well) in the processes that generate them. 
This conference offers an in-depth study on their relationships with technology, resources, the related 
background and focuses on what is essential to transform new human attitudes through living environ-
ments, on “architecture” intended as a synonym for landscape, the environment, urban planning. By 
drafting the “manifesto” for a new humanism, the aim is to lay the foundations for humanizing architec-
ture, until humanitude in order for it to be more welcoming and allow its inhabitants to enjoy it every day, 
feel at home and put down roots.    

Strategic objectives
To provide tools and documents on the latest innovative projects and topics in order to promote and 
improve the practices and interventions on the territory.  
To allow private technical experts and technicians operating in public administration to:
- acquire low tech attitudes guidance, new relations tools within the ongoing degrowing and humani-
tude  eco-friendly processes;
- concretely verify the practicable possibilities at local level;
- follow instructions and suggestions to improve the quality level of planning   
- set up a permanent round table inspired by the Club of Rome in order to follow the implementation 
of the manifesto. 

Speakers
SomeSome of the protagonists of the international renewal of architecture addressed to man and the envi-
ronment and particularly the people convinced by humanitude, meaning the revolution of low-home-
pathic tech ; some public officials who have taken concrete action for a high-quality eco-humanitude 
friendliness; common peole, experts and designers who have developed and verified participation 
attitudes in planning details and results solutions for correct housing, as well as politicians and busi-
ness representatives able to influence legislation.

Target groups
Common people, Professionals, industry operators, technical experts operating in public and private 
offices, university students. 

Communication - Simultaneous translation service.

Slow Food service / logistics
Buffet at Palazzo Medici in the Sala Rossa (Red Hall) by Istituto Alberghiero Buontalenti di Firenze, 
offered by Coop Italia
Shuttle bus service, bike rental

OrganizzationOrganizzation
Bioarchitettura® Bolzano - Tel. +39.(0)471.973097 - bioa@bioarchitettura.org
Registration on www.bioarchitettura.org

Patronages
MinistryMinistry for the Environment, the Province of Florence, the Region of Tuscany, City of Florence, 
Consiglio Naz. degli Architetti, Consiglio Naz. degli Ingegneri, Architecture department University of 
Florence, In/Arch, Greenaccord, Le Carré Bleu, Centro Internazionale di Studi sul Disegno Urbano, 
LUMSA University - Centro Studi Scenari Urbani
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the mark
The management of the mark: 
“Bioarchitettura” helps to protect the user. 

 

representations

With their own representatives and 
observers around institutions and 
reference organisms, in direction of 
the national participation or 
international, and with they 
collaborate to the definition of 
integrated research programs. 

.. 

training

Up to the interdisciplinary collaboration with an 
academic structure, with the example of the Alma 
Mater Studiorum University in Bologna or the 
university LUMSA in Rome, promote the 
organization of courses, seminars, masters and 
university professional formation in laboratories. 

consultationPublic and private 
consultation and technical 
assistance.  

communications

Diffuse with congresses, seminars, round tables and 
also trough the specialized magazine “Bioarchitettura³” 
(www/bioarchitettura-rivista.it) the project approach de 
la “bioarchitecture” tensing towards architecture that 
prefers the relation and the meeting, the well being; 
the equality , following a cultural strategy adding 
perception and sustainability, with the qualification, the 
technical participation and the organizationtechnical participation and the organization.

planning

With all its multiple qualifications and its planning 
services and work help about realization of new 
buildings or refurbishing in bio construction, it will solve 
and diffuse the knowhow about the problems of inhabit 
healthy and build thoroughly. 

 


